
E09651875 A

Early (1938-39) $5 SC mule. The $5 SC 1934 micro face plates were
the first micro $5 plates to become exhausted during the conversion
from micro to macro plate numbers. Face is micro 557, back is
macro 942.
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years later. The magical plates were 629 and 637—numbers
which today quicken the pulse of any avid small note special-
ist. Micro plates 637 and 629 were respectively sent to press in
1945 and 1947. Plate 629 was used for only a few months into
1948, but 637 served almost continuously until mid-1949.
Backs printed from these two plates were matched with a phe-
nomenal variety of Silver Certificate, Legal Tender and Fed-
eral Reserve faces.

THE PAPER COLUMN
by Peter Huntoon

r	      

THE FASCINATING
$5 MULES

The purpose of this article is to share with you my most
recent research on the $5 mules. Particular attention will be
paid to the possible mules in the $5 FRN series—most of
which are presently unknown.

MULES

A mule is a note which has micro size plate numbers on
one side and macro size plate numbers on the other side.
Micro numbers measure 0.6 mm high whereas the macro
numbers are 1 mm high. Compare the size of the plate num-
bers on any Series of 1928 $1 Silver Certificate with those on
a modern bill to see the difference.

Comparison between micro (left) and macro (right)
size plate numbers.

Mules were created beginning about 1937 when the
Bureau of Engraving and Printing began converting to macro
numbers. This change was so significant to the Bureau that
they advanced the series designations on the new macro face
plates by one letter even though the signatures remained the
same. For example, the Federal Reserve Notes went from
Series of 1934 to 1934A, yet both had Julian-Morgenthau sig-
natures. The difference was solely in the size of the plate
numbers.

During the transition to all macro plates, both micro and
macro plates were in use, often side by side in the same press.
The result was the production of mules. Mules were created
in every denomination from the $1s and $2s right through the
$10,000s. In fact, muled high denomination notes are among
the most common of all the mules.

IMPORTANCE OF $5 MULES

The $5 mules have always been the most interesting to
students of mules. The reason for this is that two $5 micro
back plates survived unused in the Bureau vaults well past the
transition period only to be discovered and sent to press many

USE OF OBSOLETE PLATES

Before we get much further, I must explain that it was
the practice of the Bureau to use obsolete plates rather than
scrap them. At the time the great 629 and 637 $5 mules were
produced, the treasury signatures were engraved on the face
plates along with the series designation. When a new officer
took office, new plates were prepared with his signature.
However, as the new plates began to be used, the now-obso-
lete plates with the former signature combination were also
sent to press until they wore out. The presses held four plates
and it was very common for plates on the same press to be a
mixture of current and obsolete varieties. As the plates cycled
around the press, a stream of sheets was produced in which
the current and obsolete varieties alternated. Consequently, at
any one time, more than one series of notes was being

printed. For example, during the 1945 to 1946 period, Federal
Reserve Notes were being printed simultaneously from 1934,
1934A and 1934B plates. The back plates being used at that
time were all macro plates. The result was that 1934 mules
were being made in large numbers (1934 face plates were
micro and were matched with macro back plates). The 1934A
and 1934B notes were unmuled, both sides having macro
numbers.

Suddenly, to really confuse things, someone discovered
obsolete micro back plate 637 and sent it to press alongside
the macro plates. Muled 1934A and 1934B notes began to
appear as well as unmuled 1934 notes. To summarize, the
FRN mix coming off the presses in late 1945 included un-
muled 1934, 1934A and 1934B notes and muled 1934, 1934A
and 1934B notes! Multiply this by all the Federal Reserve dis-
tricts which issued these series and you have a lot of varieties
to choose from. Don't forget, Silver Certificate and Legal
Tender $5s were also in production with similar mixings of
series and backs. Now you can understand why I am able to
devote an entire article just to the $5s!
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MACRO $5 PLATES COME ON LINE

The first $5 macro plates appear to have gone to press
late in 1937. These were $5 1934A SC face plates. Notes
printed from these new macro plates were delivered to the
Treasurer from the Bureau on January 27, 1938—all were
muled with micro backs. Next to come on line in mid-1938
were $5 macro back plates which were soon matched with SC,
LT and FRN faces. Following in succession were 1928C LT
faces in mid-1939 and 1934A FRN faces beginning with the
New York district in 1941.

EARLY MULES

During this transition period, large stocks of obsolete
micro plates, both face and back, were simultaneously being
used up. The first supply of $5 micro plates to become ex-
hausted were 1934 SC faces in 1939. Next to go were 1928B
LT face plates in 1940. With the exception of back plates 629
and 637, the last of the micro back plates were used up by
mid-1942. The micro back plates lasted just long enough to
be used in the first $5 Hawaii printings along with micro faces
to produce the very scarce 1934 unmuled variety. The last
micro FRN face plate, a 1934 plate for Richmond, came off
the presses on January 23, 1946—almost nine years after the
conversion to micro numbers began. With its passing, the rich
period of $5 mules seemed sealed. Dozens of varieties were
created in those nine years, but the best was yet to come.

637 IS DISCOVERED

An unfinished $5 back plate, number 637, was dis-
covered in 1944 which had collected dust since its manu-
facture was begun on December 6, 1933. It was finally com-
pleted on November 10, 1944, but as an old micro plate. Its
first hitch on a press began June 23, 1945. This remarkable
plate lasted an incredible four years of almost continuous
service and produced an unbelievable spectrum of rare mules.
It first went to press during the last months of the Julian-
Morgenthau era, survived the entire Julian-Vinson period and
lasted almost to the end of the Julian-Snyder period. Had it
lasted one more press hitch, it would have muled Clark-
Snyder notes !

One little known fact about 637 is obvious from the
graphs of the $5 FRNs which accompany this article. It went
to press exactly seven months before the last micro 1934 FRN
plate wore out. There is no question that unmuled 1934 FRN
notes could have been produced from 637 during this time
interval. These would be of the extremely scarce 1934
unmuled blue-green seal variety. I have never seen such a
note, and none has been reported to me. Such a find would
be a discovery of great magnitude.

629 APPEARS

A second, now very ancient, micro plate bearing number
629 was found in late 1947. Unlike 637, this one had been
finished December 29, 1933, and was simply stored away.
Almost fourteen years had elapsed since it had been for-
gotten. This apparition from the past suddenly and probably
unceremoniously found itself on a production press beginning
November 17, 1947. Its first press hitch lasted until February
2, 1948. The next day it was reentered—which means that the
design was repressed into the plate to prolong its life. How-

ever, someone decided it was no longer viable and it was
never recertified for use. On February 17, 1948, it was of-
ficially cancelled. During its brief period of service, less than
three months, it produced a wide variety of mules of the then-
current Julian-Snyder series. These have been discovered in
the 1934C SC, 1928E LT and 1934C FRN series. The LTs and
FRNs produced from it have evolved into ultimate rarities.
This is not to say that the 1934C SC mules from it are com-
mon; they are just very rare.

The last two $5 micro back plates used to print notes. 629 was used
between 1947 and 1948; 637 was used between 1945 and 1949. Great
mile rarities were produced from both of them.

The last of the $5 SC 1934A face plates were being used up when
micro back plate 637 was discovered and sent back to press. These
scarce 1945-46 vintage mules from the KA and LA blocks have micro
back 637 and were the first $5 SC mules to appear since 1942.

Plate 629 went into production over two years later than
637 but it left production over a year before 637 finally wore
out. Notes from it are about ten to fifteen times as scarce as
those from 637.
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Consecutive pair of 1934C notes. NN. . . 78A is unmuled with macro back 1727; NN. . 79A is muled
with micro back 637. At the time these were printed, serial numbering was consecutive down the half
sheet. Notice that they are consecutive from the F to A positions. This odd type of changeover resulted
because micro 637 was on the same press as three macro back plates.

THE GRAPHS

A number of graphs appear with this article. Each illus-
trates the periods during which $5 mules were produced as
well as the serial block letters that coincided with the print-
ings. Nicely illustrated is the overlapping useage of current
and obsolete plates.

If you will take the time to study these graphs, your re-
ward in understanding the mules will more than compensate
for your effort.

The FRN graphs are the most easily used. For each dis-
trict there are two parts. The upper line shows the block
letters and time spans during which each was used. Below are
bars representing the lengths of time during which notes were
printed from the various series of face plates. The vertical
lines block out the periods during which various mules were
produced. For example, if you will look at the graph for the
Boston district, you can see that Series of 1934 mules—the
most common—could have been produced from late 1938
(beginning of the macro backs) until mid-1946 (last of the
micro 1934 faces). Similarly, Boston 1934C mules from plate
629 could have been produced only at the very end of 1947
and first few weeks of 1948. As expected, none are reported!

Notice on the San Francisco graph there is mutual over-
lap between: (1) 1934 micro face plates (horizontal bar lab-
eled "34"), (2) old micro backs (vertical line labeled "last
micro backs") and, (3) Hawaii printings (horizontal bar
labeled "Hawaii"). The result is the possibility of unmuled
1934 $5 Hawaii notes. They do exist in small numbers!

The graphs for the $5 SCs and LTs are more complicated
but focus entirely on possible mules. The horizontal arrows
within the field of the graphs show the periods during which
particular mules were produced. For example, LT mules from
plate 637 were produced between mid-1945 and mid-1949,
and resulted in 1928C mules (mid-1945 to early 1946), 1928D
mules (early 1946 to late 1946), and 1928E mules (late 1946 to
mid-1949). The vertical arrows show the serial block letters
ranges for the various types of mules. Notice on the LT graph
that 1928C mules occur in the EA block (early mules identi-
fied on the left side) and GA block (637 group to the right).
The collector of these notes will immediately recognize that

the relative spacing between the horizontal lines for particular
mules accurately reflects their rarity. The rarest in the group
are 1928E mules from plate 629 and second rarest are the
1928D mules from 637. Notice also that no 1928C or D mules
are possible from plate 629. Plate 629 only produced 1928E
mules in the LT series.

One fact that is not shown on the $5 LT graph is the
overlapping by a few million serials between the muled
1928C-1928D printings and 1928D-1928E printings. These
overlaps are obvious if you compare the serial ranges on
Table 1. Unfortunately, the width of the lines used to draw
the LT graph covers the entire overlapping range!

Obviously there is a lot of information on these graphs.
You can find obsolete versions of the SC and LT graphs in
my earlier article (Huntoon, 1979); however, those for the
FRNs shown here are firsts.

SILVER CERTIFICATE $5 KA BLOCK

There is one major kicker in the $5 Silver Certificate
issues. Block KA was used to print the popular North Africa
yellow seal notes, but these were printed out of sequence.
They were produced between 1942 and 1944, beginning three
years earlier than predicted on the $5 SC graph shown here.
The serials in the yellow seal printings involved six groups
lying between K34188001A and K65984000A. It is clear from
data available to me that the remaining serials numbers
between K00000001A and K53984001A were printed during
the same 1942 to 1944 period as blue seal regular issue notes;
however, the serials above K65984000A were left unused until
1945.

The ramifications of this discovery are very important
for the specialist. The student of $5 SCs will recognize that
the known serial range for late-finished macro face plate 304
(see Huntoon, 1982) was totally restricted to the 1942 through
1944 printings and specimens are known from both the yellow
seal and blue seal printings. The big question was whether it
was possible that face 304 was muled with any micro backs. A
look at the $5 SC graph shows that the answer is conclusively
no—no $5 SC mules were being produced between mid-1942
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and mid-1945 when the 304 KA block $5 SCs were being
printed!

Notice that SC $5 mules are possible from the KA block
in the 1934A and 1934B series. These notes were printed be-
tween 1945 and 1946 when the Bureau got around to using
the KA block serials left over from the yellow seal days. All
these mules were printed from 637.

$5 FRN MULES

From the FRN graphs, you can see that the $5 FRN
mules were produced continuously from 1938 until 1949. The
first were the 1934 face plates mated with macro back plates
which were produced from 1938 until 1946. The 1934A
mules—these have micro backs—were printed for a short
period for New York in 1941 and 1942. They are also possible
with 637 backs for all districts except I, J, and K from print-
ings of 1945-46 vintage. The 1934B mules from 637 are pos-
sible for all districts except Dallas from the 1945-47 period.
Series of 1934C mules with back plate 637 are possible for all
districts from printings between 1946 and 1949. Plate 629
could have been used to produce 1934C mules for all districts
during its short press life in 1947-48.

All of the FRN mules are of the blue-green seal variety.
The yellow-green seals ceased to be printed before the intro-
duction of macro back plates in 1938. Therefore none are
possible, despite the erroneous listings for them that you will
find in the O'Donnell Catalog.

It is obvious that many 629 and 637 $5 FRN varieties are
possible, but as shown on Table 2, very few are known.

Most surprising are the 1934A FRN mules. Of all the
possibilities shown on the graphs, only one note has ever been
reported to me—a note owned by Leon Goodman from the
1941-42 New York printing. None have ever been reported
from back plate 637. I have speculated that during the time
the 1934A 637 mules were possible, most if not all of the 637
backs were fortuitously being routed to LT and SC faces. The
fact remains that of all the mules, the $5 1934A FRN ranks as
the rarest.

$5 FRN 1934B and 1934C 637, and 1934C 629 mules
have turned up for only a few of the possible districts and
never in quantities of more than three or so for the most com-
mon districts at latest count. These must be regarded as great
rarities as type notes. If you decide to rate them by district,
each is an important rarity.

The most common mule in any of the $5 FRN series is
the 1934. All are of the blue-green seal variety, and they
occur in all districts and were produced continuously from
1938 through 1946. It turns out that unmuled 1934 blue-green
seal $5 FRNs are rarities. In fact, the 1934 blue-green seals
are so scarce, I have only owned two of them since I have
been collecting currency. I consider them to be real finds.

The only mule in the $5 Hawaii printings is the 1934 with
macro back. These are far more plentiful than the 1934 un-
muled variety.

MULED NEW YORK 1934B 212 FACES

I have always wondered if muled $5 New York 1934B
notes with face plate 212 were possible. New York 212 has the
unusual intermediate size plate numbers (see Huntoon, 1974.)
The FRN graphs illustrate that the entire 1934B New York
printing lies within the range of the 637 back plate printings.

$5 SC 1934C star mule with micro back plate 637. It was produced
sometime between 1946 and 1949.

$5 FRN 1934B mule with micro back plate 637. This was printed in
1946.

Muted 1934 Hawaii $5 notes are more common than unmuled
1934's. This note is of 1942-43 vintage.

Yes, it is entirely possible that mules exist bearing inter-
mediate face plate 212. They would carry high serials in the
BB block. A mule or two are known from the New York
1934B printings so we know that impressions from 637 were
occasionally routed to the face presses used to print New
York notes. It is my opinion that a 212-637 mule would rank
as the ultimate mule find. None are presently known, so take
a look at your notes.

DELIVERY DATES IN THE SHAFER CATALOG

Early editions of the Shafer catalog used to carry lists of
serials and delivery dates for most series of small notes. These
records were highly criticized and he felt obliged to drop these
tables in later editions. The problem was that the high serials
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were meaningless because the Bureau continued to print notes
from obsolete plates well beyond the "official" last serial.

I have found that the low serials are very accurate. In 95
percent of the cases where I have cross-checked them against
the low observed serials in O'Donnell's catalog, I have found
the official low given in Schafer's tables to be lower. This
simply means that the "official" lows are very meaningful. In
fact, I was able to use them along with delivery dates in pre-
paring the graphs shown here. I consider the "official" lows
to have great research values and encourage you to take them
seriously if you contemplate researcing the early small note
issues.
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DATA NEEDED

Much of what you have read has been deduced from ob-
served notes in the hands of collectors and dealers. If you
have any notes from back plates 629 or 637, please let me
know the class, series and serials, as well as the plate num-
bers. I need any data on any $5 FRN 1934A mule. I am also
in need of serial number data for just about every other
minor variety in the scarce to rare small note category. With
your help, more articles can be forthcoming. Send your com-
ments and data to : Peter Huntoon, P.O. Box 3681, Laramie,
WY 82071. Thanks.

OTHER SOURCES

If the topics covered in this article interest you, read the
following articles and catalogs to better understand what
these varieties are all about. If you find statements or dates in
my earlier articles which conflict with those presented here,
rely on the conclusions found here because we are continually
refining the picture as new data become available.

MULES:

Huntoon, Peter (1979) $5 mules exist thanks to regular house-
cleaning: Bank Note Reporter, February, p. 8, 14.

Huntoon, Peter (1979) Mules and changeover pairs: Paper
Money, v. 18, p. 197-205.

Huntoon, Peter (1982) New data on $5 back plates 629 and 637
and their mules: Paper Money, v. 21, p. 56-60.

INTERMEDIATE SIZE PLATE NUMBERS ($5 FRN 1934B NY
FACE 212):

Huntoon, Peter (1974) Intermediate size check numbers: Paper
Money, v. 13, p. 117.

LATE-FINISHED PLATES ($5 SC 1934A FACE 304):

Huntoon, Peter (1982) $20 FRN back plate 204 and other late-
finished plates: Paper Money, v. 21, p. 174-175.

CATALOGS:

O'Donnell, Chuck (1977) The Standard Handbook of Modern
United States Paper Money: 6th edition, Harry Forman, Inc.,
342 p.

Shafer, Neil (1967) A Guide Book of Modern United States Cur-
rency: 2nd edition, Whitman Publishing Company, 160 p.

Table 1. Serial number ranges for the $5 Silver Certificate and Legal
Tender Mules.

Except as noted, all serials are observed and were compiled
by King, Vink, Huntoon or O'Donnell. Star notes are pos-
sible for the series shown.

SILVER CERTIFICATES

Early Mules (1938 - 1942)

1934 E06094905A E53049647A
1934A D50352001A# HSO000000A*

637 Mules (1945 - 1949)

I934A K71959098A LI 7092570A
1934B K90480001A# L84008002A
1934C L50808001A# P72850478A

629 Mules (1947 - 1948)

1934C M98327736A N07794507A

LEGAL TENDER NOTES

Early Mules (1938 - 1942)

1928B E09764160A E73255510A
1928C E45779493A F60000000A*

637 Mules (1945 - 1949)

1928C G25000000A* G52180700A
1928D G50628001A# G64977445A
1928E G62496001A# H29177878A

629 Mules (1947 - 1948)

1928E H10975756A H17893839A

# indicates that the serial is the first official number for the series in
cases where the first number falls in the possible mule range.

* indicates that the serial number is estimated from the graphs which
accompany this article.

The Society of Paper Money Collectors has an in-
formative handout brochure available for the asking.
Contained in the brochure is information on the So-
ciety and paper money in general. Take some with you
to the next coin club meeting or show. Write S.P.M.C.
secretary Bob Azpiazu, P.O. Box 1433, Hialeah, FL
33011.
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Table 2. Possible blocks in the 629 and 637 Federal Reserve $5
printings.

Star notes are possible for the districts where blocks are
possible: however, at this time mules are known only for
the 1934B 637 L* printing. The 1934-637 notes listed below
are, of course, non-mules.

District 1934-637 1934A-637 1934B-637 1934C-637 1934C-629

A AA AA AA AA* AA
B BB BB BB* BB,BC* BC
C CA CA CA CA CA
D DA DA DA DA DA
E EA EA EA EA EA
F FA FA FA FA FA
G GB GB* GB* GB*
H HA HA HA* HA* HA

IA* IA* IA
J JA JA JA* JA
K KA KA
L LA LA,LB LA,LB* LB LB

* indicates specimens have been reported to exist.

Table 3. Relative rarity of the $5 mules.

Type	 Rarity

A LEGAL HISTORY OF MONEY IN THE UNITED STATES,
1774-1970 by James Willard Hurst. UN, 1973, 367 pages, index.
Hardcover (New third printing).

The aim of this book is to study the principal ways in which the
United States has used law to give legitimate form to a system of
money and to affect its functional capacity to serve the economy. Law
has been so intertwined with the system of money that its role has
entered into much of the literature on the history and theory of money
in the American economy; however, legal writing in this field has been
quite limited in its coverage until the appearance of this book. The
book presents a comprehensive treatment of legal dimensions of the
system of money, and looks closely at the benefits and detriments
which have accrued to that system from legal interventions.

While this is primarily a study in legal-economic history,
directed to those interested in the cause-effect relationships between
legal processes, it will also interest those with a deep interest in
United States coinage or banknotes.

The price of the work is US $25.00 postpaid in the United
States. All other countries must add US $4.00 to help with registra-
tion and additional postage. It is available from Dale Seppa, 103
Sixth Avenue North, Virginia, MN 55792.

MONEY AND MAN/A SURVEY OF MONETARY EXPERIENCE,
By Elgin Groseclose. Fourth edition, revised, updated and enlarged
by the author. 306 pages, index, notes, and bibliography.

rarest
rarest
rarest

rare
rare
rare

very scarce to rare
very scarce to rare

very scarce
very scarce

scarce
scarce

common
common

Since its first publication by the University of Oklahoma Press
in 1934, this book (originally entitled MONEY: THE HUMAN
CONFLICT) has become a classic in the fields of economic and
social history. In this revised and updated edition the author brings
to the task of recounting the history of money a notable skill in nar-
rative and a farsighted look into the future.

His story of money, the moral issues it has posed in history, its
influence on men and governments, and some suggestions for solving
the world's economic woes is designed both for the student and for
the general reader who wants to understand the influences of money,
trade, debt, and credit on the evolution of civilization, and par-
ticularly on the American economy and political organization. This
is an ideal work for the serious student of coinage or banknotes who
wants to understand the "why" of his chosen endeavour.

The hardbound edition is available from Dale Seppa, 103 Sixth
Avenue North, Virginia, MN 55792. The cost is US $20.00 postpaid
in the United States. Foreign customers are asked to include an ad-
ditional US $4.00 to help with registration and additional postage.

FRN 1934A 637
FRN 1934A
LT 1928C 637

FRN 1934B 637
FRN 1934C 629, 637
LT 1928D 637

LT 1928E 629, 637
SC 1934

SC 1934A 637
SC 1934B 637

SC 1934C 629, 637
LT 1928B

LT 1928C
FRN 1934 Hawaii

SC 1934A
	

very common
FRN 1934
	

very common
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Congressional "Hot-Line" on Monetary Affairs

Rep. Ron Paul of the 22nd Congressional District of Texas is
offering a new phone-in service of interest to paper money collectors.

Through a special telephone line installed in Washington, a
three-minute recorded message on money and banking matters is
now available throughout the country on a 24-hour basis. The mes-
sage is changed each Friday at 9 a.m.

Each new message brings callers up to date on the most recent
legislation on money and banking, the activities of the Federal Re-
serve, the Treasury Department, the House and Senate Banking
Committees—and the machinations that follow in the halls of
Congress.

The number to call is 202-225-5241. (This is not a toll-free
number.)

Rep. Paul is a Republican member of the House Committee on
Banking, Finance, and Urban Affairs.

Washington—Thugs bludgeoned an armed mail clerk into un-
consciousness here and escaped with three registered mail pouches,
which contained exactly 216 pounds of mutilated and worthless cur-
rency. The mail bags were en route from the Federal Reserve bank in
New York to the treasury when the holdup was staged shortly after 2
a.m. in the broad Union station concourse. It was only after a
minute check that treasury officials announced the loot was a "gold
brick." It would have been worth $807,000 had the currency been
whole, but following the usual custom the bills had been cut in half,
and the portions shipped separately. The treasury had half of the
bills and the thieves had the portions that matched them.

Investigators leaned to the theory that four men were involved.
They found three sections of lead pipe wrapped in newspaper near
the scene. It was learned also the escape had been made in a black
touring car kept waiting in the station plaza.— The Billings County
Pioneer, Fryburg, N. Dak., Feb. 19, 1931. —Courtesy Forrest W.
Daniel
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